Custom Wedding Cakes
Thank you for choosing Sweet by Holly where we specialize in custom designed cakes. For over a
decade we’ve baked hundreds of weddings cakes. Our talented team of cake decorators are
excited to create your unique and one-of a kind dream cake
Feel free to give us a call 904-564-2711 (Jacksonville location) or 407.277.7746 (Orlando) to inquire
about cakes/cupcakes

Consultation & Tasting
We offer wedding consultations and complimentary tastings on Tuesday through Sunday, from 10am
to 2pm. For in store consults, we ask that no more than 2 people attend for the safety of our staff and
customers
Due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, our team can also work with you via email, video
conferencing or phone if you prefer

What to know before ordering
All cake pricing is based on a per-tier basis, all customization is subject to a design fee
We require 24–48-hour payment on cakes depending on intricacy of design
Any cakes with fondant work/fondant models require at least a 2-week notice
Some important details for us before beginning the cake design process:
Name/phone number
Date and time of pickup/delivery address (2 hour drop off window for all deliveries)
Total guest count/number of servings
4 Cake flavors for your complimentary tasting (Ciick HERE for flavors)
Reference photos and desired color swatches

Cake Sizing and Pricing
4" (serves 4-6) $25 -$10 stacking fee
6" (serves 10-15) $45 -$20 stacking fee
8" (serves 25-35) $100 -$30 stacking fee
10” (serves 40-50) $160 -$40 stacking fee
12” (serves 55-65) $220 -$50 stacking fee
14” (serves 70-80) $275
*Stacking fees only apply to tiered cakes (do not
apply to bottom tier) The price reflected is
the base price that comes with a basic design
and includes your choice of 3 icing colors and sprinkles. Design fees apply.

4” (serves 4) $35
6” (serves 10) $65
8” (serves 25) $130
(Gluten free/vegan options can only be stacked 4” & 6”, and cost is $10)
* WE DO NOT USE CERTIFIED VEGAN DYES

Customization Pricing
Square cake option: 15% price increase
Edible image cakes: +$25
Design: Cost is based on intricacy and style
Flowers/Toppers: No additional charge. (These must be provided; we do not carry any cake toppers)
Smooth/Naked cakes: No additional charge
Your cakes’ base price comes wit 3 colored buttercreams. Additional colors are +$5
Get a complimentary anniversary cake if you order your wedding cake with SBH

Inspiration
From intricate designs and techniques, to photos printed on your cake, to hand-piped buttercream
creations, the possibilities are endless for the big day. For inspiration, please click on our online
galleries:

Cupcake Towers & Toppers

3+ Tiered Wedding Cakes

Naked Wedding Cakes

2 Tiered Wedding Cakes
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WATERFORD LAKES TOWN CENTE
711 North Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 3282
407.277.774
danab@sweetbyholly.com
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Gluten Free/Vegan Cake Base Pricing

ST. JOHN'S TOWN CENTE
4624 Town Crossing Dr. Suite 13
Jacksonville FL 3224
904.564.271
katieb@sweetbyholly.com

